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Genius on the greens
 

The new Odyssey Stroke Lab PutterThe new Odyssey Stroke Lab Putter
 

To improve the consistency and tempo of your putting stroke Odyssey has

designed a putter that makes swinging with a good rhythm more intuitive.

 

 

  Watch video >Watch video >
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Weight is saved in the shaft by

combining lighter graphite with the

consistency of steel.

That allows the grip end and the

head to be made heavier, meaning

the putter swings more naturally like

a pendulum.

 

 
 

As well as coming in a variety of the

iconic Odyssey head designs with

different hosels catering for those

with putting strokes that arc and

those that are straight back and

through, the Stroke Lab Putter

comes with the White Hot insert and

microhinges for a better feel and

better roll.

 

If you’ve never had a putter fitting,

then you’re “hoping” 

to be a genius on the greens. Let’s

improve on “hope”.

Contact us >Contact us >  
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Play 9 with us
 

 

 

 

You know you’re worth it. You know you’re worth as much as any other

golfer on the golf course. You know you want the same things as every

other golfer: fun, fulfillment, and friendships.

 

 

Let us share the challengeLet us share the challenge



 We’re looking for golfers who want to get more fun out of their golf game.

Play 9-holes with us, and we’ll show you the way to make golf the game

you hoped it would be.

Play 9 with us >Play 9 with us >
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